We explore the coexistence region in the vicinity of the Mott critical end point employing a coupled energy-volume spin-1/2 Ising-like model. We analyze the case for the spin-liquid candidate κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3, where close to the Mott critical end point metallic puddles coexist with an insulating ferroelectric phase. Our results are fourfold: i) a universal divergent-like behavior of the Grüneisen parameter upon crossing the spinodal line; ii) based on scaling arguments, we show that in the coexistence region, for any system close to the critical point, the relaxation time is entropy-dependent; iii) we propose the electric Grüneisen parameter ΓE, which quantifies the electrocaloric effect; iv ) we identify the metallic/insulating coexistence region as a Griffiths phase. Our findings suggest that ΓE governs the dielectric response close to the critical point and that a Griffiths-like phase emerges in the coexistence region of any system.
Introduction -Over the last few decades the Mott metal-to-insulator (MI) transition has been investigated intensively, see, e.g., Refs. [1] [2] [3] and references cited therein. Indeed, the Mott MI transition constitutes the paradigm in the field of strongly correlated electronic phenomena. The ratio of the on-site Coulomb repulsion U to the bandwidth W , i.e. , U/W , is the well-known Hubbard parameter [1] . It turns out that U/W ∝ p −1 , where p refers to the applied pressure, constitutes the tuning parameter of the Mott MI transition. Much efforts have been made to understand the emergence of a superconducting phase from the Mott insulating dome upon pressurising the system, as it occurs, for instance, in molecular conductors and cuprates [4] . As can be seen in the schematic phase diagram depicted in the main panel of Fig. 1 , upon applying pressure U/W is reduced and a Mott transition takes place. Particular attention has been paid to unveil the Physics on the verge of the Mott second-order critical end point, which is marked by maxima in response functions [5] , namely thermal expansion [6] , isothermal compressibility and sound velocity [7] . Recently, the phases coexistence on the verge of the Mott critical point of κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3 was investigated using dielectric spectroscopy [8] . Upon approaching the critical parameters, the quasi-static dielectric constant ε 1 is dramatically enhanced, achieving ε 1 ≈ 10 5 . When dealing with pressure-induced critical points, the so-called Grüneisen parameter has been broadly employed, being applicable in the case of gases and superfluid helium [9] , quantum critical points [10, 11] , as well as in the case of the Mott critical end point itself [2, 3] . From the experimental point of view, the insulating and metallic puddles can, respectively, be probed by standard dielectric [8] and resistance measurements [14] . Here, we employ a Thermodynamics-based S = 1/2 Ising-like model [15] [16] [17] [18] cooled phase of water [18] . In the frame of this model, reported in Ref. [15] , it is assumed two accessible volumes for each cell on the lattice, labelled v + = (v 0 + δv) and v − = v 0 . For supercooled water, these two distinct volumes are associated with the high-and low-density phases [18] . For each cell the volumes are defined in the range 0 <v + < v + and 0 <v − < v − , being their ratio λ =v + /v − [15] . In this work, in order to describe the coexistence region on the verge of the Mott critical end point, we make use of the metallic volume fraction [8] , where (U/W ) crit = (0.20 − T /W )/0.14 and (T /W ) crit represent, respectively, the values of U/W and T /W at the critical point, and c is a non-universal constant. It is clear that we have to analyze the various quantities as a function of x, since x can be seen as pseudo tuning parameter in our analysis. Experimentally, application of pressure affects the U/W ratio, which in turn reflects in x. More specifically, in our approach we consider an insulating matrix with volume v I , within which there is place to the emergence of metallic bubbles upon pressurization of the system, so that x = v M /v T , where v M and v T are the metallic and total volume, respectively. Note
where N M and N I refers to the number of metallic and insulating puddles, respectively. We consider a S = 1/2 Ising-like model, so that we associate metallic (insulating) puddles with S = +1/2 (S = −1/2), see lower inset of Fig. 1 . Yet, to account N M and N I properly, we define
where s i is the label of a single puddle and N the total number of puddles, i.e., N = N M + N I . Thus, the total energy E T (s i ) can be written taking into account the energy contribution of each metallic puddle δε to E T and the energy ε 0 associated with the insulating puddle:
where i, j label neighbouring puddles and N δε = δε. The Gibbs free energy ∆g reads:
where k B is Boltzmann constant and δε quantifies the interaction between neighbouring metallic puddles. The first term of Eq. 2 is associated with the metallization enthalpy while the second one is related to the configurational entropy. The total entropy s of the system is the sum of the configurational entropy s conf and the intrinsic entropy s part within the puddles [19] . Hence,
where m is the mass of the particle confined in the puddle and h is Planck's constant. From Eq. 3, it is straightforward to derive the observables of interest. Using Maxwell-relations [5] , p T = ∂s ∂v M N,E
, we obtain the equation of state for the coexistence region:
The Grüneisen parameter can be obtained using the wellknown relation Γ = 1
VmT ∂T ∂p s , where V m is the molar volume, which in turn enables us to determine Γ ε . Results and Discussion - Figure 2 a) depicts the free energy ∆g as a function of the metallic volume fraction x. Note that in the absence of interaction (δε = 0) between metallic puddles a single minimum centered in x = 0.5 is observed. Upon increasing δε, two symmetric minima shows up close to the single phase boundaries. As can be seen in Fig.2 b) , for N M = N I , i.e., x = 0.5, the entropy is maximized and the system becomes more compressible. Note that κ T is non-singular, since the system is close to the critical point. Making use of the Hubbard parameter obtained via optical measurements, reported in Ref. [21] , we compute Γ ε for κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3 , as depicted in Fig. 3 a) . Following discussions made in Ref. [8] , in the coexistence region, upon application of pressure, ε 1 increases until the metallic fraction becomes higher than the insulating one. Upon further increasing pressure, a sign change is observed and ε 1 assumes negative absolute values. Such a peculiar behavior is also observed in Γ ε . Furthermore, Γ ε follows the same behaviour as ε 1 as a function of U/W obtained via DMFT simulations in Ref. [8] , cf. inset of Fig. 3a ). As can be seen in Fig. 3 a) , in the limit U/W → (U/W ) crit , i.e., x = 0.5, Γ ε → 0. In other words, Γ ε is dramatically enhanced near U/W values corresponding to the coexistence region between insulating and metallic phases. Note that for any system where x and the microscopic parameters are known, the behavior of ε 1 can be predicted via Γ ε . This is one of the key results of this work. Having in mind that the response functions are maximized around x = 0.5, the coexistence region of the Mott transition can be interpreted in the frame of a spinodal decomposition [20, 22] , i.e., the emergence of the metallic puddles upon applying pressure can be understood similarly to a nucleation process. In other words, the mixing between metallic and insulating phases can be considered as two distinct fluids. Recent 13 C nuclear magnetic resonance measurements on x-ray irradiated charge-transfer salts detected the presence of extremely slow electronic fluctuations in the phase boundary of the Mott transition, which were recognized by the authors as a Griffiths phase [23] . The slow dynamics of electronic excitations inherent to the coexistence region is also captured in our approach and will be discussed into more details below. Before doing so, we recall that the magneto-caloric effect is quantified by the magnetic Grüneisen parameter [24] . Analogously, we propose here the electric Grüneisen parameter Γ E , which in turn quantifies the electrocaloric effect:
where c E and P refer, respectively, to the specific heat at constant electric field E and the electric polarization. The electric polarization is given by P = ε 0 χE, where ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity, χ is the electric susceptibility [25] . Using χ = [(ε/ε 0 ) − 1] we have P = (ε − ε 0 ) E, so that we can write ∂P ∂T E = E ∂ε ∂T E and thus Γ E = E c E − ∂ε ∂T E . Hence, it becomes evident that an enhancement of ∂ε ∂T E implies that Γ E is also increased upon approaching the critical region. As a matter of fact, Γ E mirrors the behavior of ε when transiting in the coexistence region [26] . For relaxor-type ferroelectrics, application of external pressure can dramatically alter the dielectric properties of the system. More specifically, the system becomes less polarizable upon pressurising it due to the increasing of the Coulomb repulsion, i.e., the entropy is enhanced and so does the strength of the applied electric field required to polarize the system. Following such arguments, it is natural to infer that, in this physical scenario, the dielectric relaxation time τ also increases upon pressurising the system. This means that in the coexistence region, close to the critical point, τ depends on the entropy. It has been proposed that for any system with entropy-dependent τ , the volume v scaling exponent is the Grüneisen parameter γ itself (we make use of γ to refer to the Grüneisen parameter obtained from scal-ing arguments) [27, 28] , namely τ (T, v, γ) = τ 0 exp C T v γ , where τ 0 is a typical time scale of an a.c. response at high-temperatures and C is a non-universal constant. It becomes then clear that the volume dictates the T and p dependence of τ . It is thus straightforward to write
. In the tight-binding approx-
, where v 0 and W 0 are, respectively, the volume and bandwidth at ambient pressure and q is the volume dependence of the overlap integral [29] . Thus, we can write γ, as follows:
. (6) Hence, following scaling arguments [28] , our analysis suggests that in the proximity of any finite-T critical end point τ is entropy dependent. Thus, τ can be identified as the Grüneisen parameter itself. Note that for x = 0.5, both γ and Γ ε are zero [ Fig. 3a) ] making thus τ to be maximized, cf. Fig. 3b ). Indeed, it turns out that upon approaching the critical point, namely at x = 0.5, τ is significantly enhanced, slowing down the dynamics of the electronic fluctuations which is detected experimentally via low-frequency dielectric response measurements [30] . This is in perfect agreement with the quasi-static dielectric constant experiments under pressure for various frequencies reported in Ref. [8] , where the maximum dielectric response for κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu 2 (CN) 3 is observed at low-frequencies for pressure values close to the critical one. Making use of literature values for the various parameters [8, 29, 30] , the behavior of γ as a function of x can be analyzed, cf. shown in the main panel of Fig. 3 b) . It turns out that γ also presents a divergentlike behavior near the critical values of U/W in a similar way of Γ ε , in agreement with the scaling proposal [28] . Such findings support the existence of entropydependent relaxation process. Also, τ → ∞ for x = 0.5, indicating thus that the system lies in a slow dynamics regime, corroborating the spinodal decomposition analysis [20] . Note that Γ ε is only valid within the coexistence region, while the relation between γ and τ is universal [28] . By employing Γ ε , Γ E and γ, the dielectric properties of relaxor-type ferroelectrics under pressure/doping can not only be described, but also predicted close to critical points. Furthermore, considering that Γ = − 1 T Vm
our findings suggest that in the vicinity of any critical point, τ is entropy-dependent. Indeed, the singularities in both Γ ε and γ close to the critical values of U/W are directly associated with the dielectric results reported in Ref. [8] and also with an entropy enhancement in that region. A pronounced electrocaloric effect should be expected under such conditions. The results discussed so far are key in understanding the enhancement of Γ ε in the immediate vicinity of the critical end point due to the phases coexistence. The dielectric constant can be analyzed microscopically in terms of the distance r between charges using a sigmoidal dielectric function [31] , namely ε(r) ∝ εm+D0 1+ke −κ(εm+D 0 )r , where ε m is the dielectric constant of the medium, D 0 and k are non-universal constants, and κ is the screening parameter, i.e., the inverse of the Debye length. Upon reducing the distance r between charges, the dielectric constant is also decreased. When dealing with a polarizable medium, the charges tend to be screened by opposite sign charges in a way that the total charge is reduced and, as a consequence, the Coulomb potential is reduced as well. By analyzing the behavior of ε 1 reported in Ref. [8] it is observed that upon pressurization U/W is reduced, the system becomes mainly metallic and ε 1 is drastically reduced. Thus, as a consequence of the lowering of ε 1 , the distance between charges must also be reduced. Such a lowering of the distance r must increase the screening effects in order to weaken the Coulomb repulsion. As a consequence, the electronic isothermal compressibility [32, 33] ,
, is enhanced for (U/W ) = (U/W ) crit , cf. Fig. 2 b) . Given the intrinsic spatial disorder and randomness inherent to the coexistence region due to the competition between metallic and insulating phases, it is natural to treat it in the picture of a Griffiths-like phase [34] [35] [36] [37] . Hence, we identify the so-called rare regions with the metallic and insulating puddles on the verge of the critical point, cf. lower inset of Fig. 1 . The analogy between the canonical Griffiths phase [34] and the Mott coexistence region lies in the fact that when crossing the spinodal line (x = 0.5) polarized puddles coexist with a non-polarized metallic matrix or vice-versa, in the same way as ferromagnetic clusters are immersed in a non-magnetic medium in the classical Griffths phase. Considering the critical fluctuations, we are dealing with dynamic rare region effects [36] . In this case, following discussions made in Ref. [36] , the puddles (rare region) autocorrelation function C RR (t), reads: (7) where w(L RR ) refers to the probability of finding a puddle of size L RR and τ (L RR , r 0 ) is the relaxation time of the considered puddle in a reduced temperature r 0 . Interestingly, Eq. 7 embodies the key parameters associated with the coexistence region close to the Mott transition. It turns out that τ (L RR , r 0 ) follows a similar behavior as the relaxation time proposed in Ref. [28] . Application of pressure affects the size and dynamics of the rare regions (puddles). The interplay between metallic and insulating coexisting phase is governed by x. It is well-established in the literature that the presence of disorder gives rise to broadening effects in the response function. In the present case, because of the spatial randomness of the metallic/insulating puddles it is tempting to state that the Mott transition would be continuous and thus of a second-order character [38, 39] , as reported for another molecular conductor [40] . Given the slow dynamics in-trinsic to the coexistence region, our findings are suggestive of a diverging effective mass upon approaching the critical Hubbard parameter [38] .
Conclusion -Our analysis of the phases coexistence region, based on an energy-volume compressed cell S = 1/2 Ising-like model, is universal and thus can be extended to any physical system with known microscopic parameters. We have proposed the electric Grüneisen parameter, which quantifies the electrocaloric effect. We anticipate that a pronounced electrocaloric effect is expected in the vicinity of the critical point in molecular conductors. Using scaling arguments, we have shown that close to any critical point the relaxation time is entropy-dependent. This feature might be relevant in the optimization of caloric effects close to critical points [41] . The coexistence region of the Mott transition can be identified as a Griffiths-like phase. Our findings sug-gest that a Griffiths-like phase can emerge in any system within a coexistence region presenting both slow dynamics and randomness, as well as in systems where magnetic domains with distinct size coexist [42] [43] [44] . Yet, it is tempting to say that the supercooled phase of water [18] , where high-and low-density liquid phases coexist, can be recognized as a Griffiths-like phase as well.
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